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Abstract 

The aim of the present work is to assess the performances reported by some state-of-the-art wave energy converters 

which may operate in the vicinity of the French coastal waters. 10 years of wave data (2008-2017) coming from the 

ERA – Interim project, have been considered and several reference sites have been defined along the French 

coastlines of the North Atlantic Ocean and of the Mediterranean Sea, respectively. From the assessment of the wave 

conditions, it was noticed that more important resources are encountered on the north-western parts of the western 

coasts, while from the eastern coasts the region located between Toulon and Sardinia seems to present interest. As 

expected, the performances of the wave generators are directly related to the wave energy, although the sites from the 

eastern coasts are defined by deeper water areas. 
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1. Introduction 

It is well known that one of the first patents involving a wave energy converter (WEC) was registered 

in France in 1799 by Girard and son, and although at this moment there are thousands of WEC concepts 

on the market, we can definitely say that this industry is still in an infancy stage [1]. From the reasons 

which are behind this situation, we can mention the large number of opportunities in which the kinetic 

and potential energy of the waves can be extracted, being possible to develop technologies related to 

heaving float, oscillating water columns or surge devices [2]. Other challenges are related to the 

survivability of the wave generators in the harsh marine environments, optimal control strategies to 

increase the WEC efficiency, and also to identify suitable sites for a renewable project [3].   

Almost 71% of the Earth’s surface is covered by water, but especially the regions located between 30
o 

and 60
o 

latitude in both hemispheres are defined by more attractive wave energy resources for a wave 

project [4]. France is located in one of this region, being defined by coastlines facing the North Atlantic 

Ocean and the Mediterranean Sea, respectively. The metropolitan France is characterized by a population 

of ≈ 63 millions, a land area of 549970 km
2
 while the marine sectors cover a total length of 3427 km. 

Reported to the year 2015, it was estimated that the electricity production was divided between nuclear 

fuels (48.8%), fossil fuels (16.1%) and hydroelectric plants (14%), while a percentage of 16.9% was 

obtained from other renewable sources [5]. There are ambitious plans to increase the share of renewable 

by at least 40% (until 2050) and one solution in this direction will be to consider additional technologies 

and also the possibility to use an extra source of energy, such as the wave power [6]. From the previous 

studies, it was noticed that the wave conditions from the French environment seem to be defined by 

strong intra-annual and inter-annual variations which may report variations of 200% [7, 8].  
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In this context, the following research questions will guide the present work: 

a) Highlight the differences noticed between the wave energy conditions from the French coastal sectors 

located on the North Atlantic Ocean and at the Mediterranean Sea; 

b) Assess the performances of several state-of-the-art wave energy converters; 

c) Evaluate the sensitivity of the WEC performances, as the water depth and distance to the shoreline 

increase. 

2. Methods and Materials 

Fig. 1 illustrates the target area where the 15 reference sites (denoted from P1 to P15) were defined 

along five reference lines. There are two groups of sites, the first is located in the Atlantic Ocean (P1-P9) 

while the second covers the Mediterranean Sea (P10-P15). Since at this moment there are no operational 

wave farms it is difficult to establish the specification of such a project, but by looking at the offshore 

wind industry we can notice that it is possible to implement projects at a maximum distance of 80 km 

from the coastline, although a 40-50 km will represent an average value [9]. In order to identify the 

performance variations of the WECs, three major distances to the shore will be considered: a) 20 km – P1, 

P4, P7, P10 and P13; b) 50 km – P2, P5, P8, P11 and P14; c) 80 km – P3, P6, P9, P12 and P15. 

  
Fig. 1. Map of the target area including the reference sites (and the water depth) considered for evaluation. 

 

The wave parameters considered in this work are the significant wave height (Hs) and the mean wave 

period (Te), and they come from the ERA-Interim dataset, which is a project maintained by the European 

Centre for Medium-range Weather Forecast (ECMWF). In order to identify the local variations, it was 

considered for processing a dataset that covers the 10-year time interval (2008-2017), being defined by 4 

data per day (corresponding to 00–06-12–18 UTC) and by a spatial resolution of 0.125
o
 x 0.125

o
, which is 

the finest grid available on the ECMWF server.  
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3. Results 

Fig. 2 presents the distribution of the average wave power and the evolution of the fluctuation of Wave 

Energy Development Index (WEDI), considering the total and winter time season (from October to 

March). The wave power (Pwave), is computed by using the expression corresponding to the deep water 

conditions, while the WEDI index represents the ratio between the average wave power and the 

maximum storm wave power (Jwave). A higher WEDI value is usually associated with a potential loss of 

utilization, and therefore the sites with such characteristics should be avoided [10] [11]. 

 
Fig. 2. Wave conditions reported for the 10-year of ECMWF wave data (2008-2017). The results are computed for 
the total time and winter season, where: (a) Pwave index; (b) WEDI index.   

 

By looking at these results, we can notice that more important values seem to occur in the vicinity of 

the line 3 (P7, P8 and P9) where a maximum of 49.5 kW/m may occur during winter. On an opposite side, 

we found the group points located in the Mediterranean Sea, where a maximum of 10.7 kW/m is 

accounted by P12. The site P10 seems to be the less attractive for a wave project, this aspect being 

indicated by the combination from a lower wave power (0.3 kW/m) and a higher WEDI index.  

For the present work, four WEC systems were considered for assessment, namely: Wave Dragon 

(5900 kW); WaveBob (1000 kW); Oceantec (500 kW) and Seabased (15 kW). In the brackets there are 

indicated the rated powers (Rp) for each generator, and more details about these WECs can be found in  

[4]. The selected systems cover a broader range of powers (from 15 kW to 5900 kW), being possible to 

estimate in this way the variations of a similar WEC on the market. In order to obtain the expected power 

(Ep) output for each WEC, the bivariate distribution (Hs x Te) specific to each site was combined with the 

power matrix of each WEC. Another important index is the capacity factor (in %), which is defined as the 

ratio between the Ep and Rp index, where a 100% will be associated to an ideal situation [12], [13]. 

In Fig. 3 it is presented the distribution of the WEC performances, which were indicated for the total 

and winter time. As expected, the sites from the Atlantic Ocean indicate the best performances, which are 

better highlighted by the Wave Dragon in terms of the expected electric power. For the sites P1-P9 the 

Wave Dragon presents values in the range 969 kW-2048 kW (winter time), while a maximum of 2849 

kW may be reached in winter by this WEC in the vicinity of the site P9. Regarding the rest of the WECs, 

we can mention that during the winter season a maximum of 244 kW is reported by WaveBob, 221 kW 
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for Oceantec and 3.9 kW for the Seabased. The site P10 indicates values located close to zero, regardless 

of the WEC and the time interval considered for assessment. 

 
Fig. 3. Performances of the WECs based on the 10-year ECMWF data (2008-2017), where: (a) and (b) Electric power 

(in kW) reported for the total and winter time; (c) and (d) Capacity factor reported for the total and winter time.  

 

As for the capacity factor, we can notice that the efficiency of the Wave Dragon is similar to the one 

reported for Oceantec, although there is a difference of 5400 kW between their rated capacities. In this 

case a maximum of 48% may be registered during winter, while for the sites P10-P15 (Mediterranean Sea) 

it seems that the Oceantec indicates the best performances. The WaveBob and Seabased follow a similar 

evolution indicating a maximum of 20%-25% for the site P9, while for the group P10-P15 the values are 

not exceeding a limit of 12%. 

Fig. 4 illustrates the differences reported along the considered reference lines, with the mention that 

line 4 was not taken into account since the site P10 is defined by lower values than the ones reported 

close to P11 and P12. The differences (in %) reported for the electric power were computed by 

considering as reference base the values reported by the nearest sites from the shore, P1, P4, P7 and P13, 

respectively. In this way, it is possible to assess the variation of the WEC performances as the distance to 

the shore increases. The variations reported during the total time are much higher than the similar ones 

from winter, the systems Oceantec and WaveBob reaching values located close to 100% as we go from 

site P4 to P6. Also we can notice that the values gradually increase from line 1 to line 2, while a more 

constant evolution seems to be reported by the sites P7-P13. 

The monthly variation of the electric power is presented in Fig. 5, where it is possible to make a direct 

comparison between the lines 1, 2, 3 and 5 by using as a reference the Wave Dragon system and by 

considering only the end points of these lines for evaluation. The variations reported along the line 2 

clearly stand out, being expected that during the summer time these variations to be more severe (80%-

100%). In the case of line 5, a peak of 64% is reported for June, compared to the lines 1 and 3 were the 

values are not exceeding 35%.  
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Fig. 4. Electric power variations reported for the reference sites located along the lines 1, 2, 3 and 5. Values reported 
for the wave converters: (a) Wave Dragon; (b) WaveBob; (c) Oceantec; (d) Seabased.  

 
Fig. 5. Monthly variations of the electric power reported for the Wave Dragon. 

4. Conclusions 

In the present work, the general performances of several wave energy converters, which may operate 

in the French coastal waters, were discussed considering sites from the North Atlantic Oceans and from 

the Mediterranean Sea, respectively. In order to assess the local variations, a fine resolution wave 

database (0.125
o
 x 0.125

o
) coming from the ERA-Interim project was processed, being noticed that in the 

case of the site P10 the wave energy seems to report a much lower level. More important wave resources 

were reported on the western coasts, especially along the sites P7, P8 and P9. The electric performances 

of the WEC are directly related to the rated capacity of each system, but in terms of efficiency it seems 

that a WEC similar to the Oceantec device may be considered an attractive solution.  Finally, it must be 

mentioned that since France has a long history in the wave energy and there is interest for this sector on a 

European scale, this region looks very promising in the context when the UK (a leader in this field) will 

leave the European Union. 
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